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We present evidence supporting the notion that codon usage (CU) compatibility between foreign genes and recipient
genomes is an important prerequisite to assess the selective advantage of imported functions, and therefore to increase the
fixation probability of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events. This contrasts with the current tendency in research to
predict recent HGTs in prokaryotes by assuming that acquired genes generally display poor CU. By looking at the CU
level (poor, typical, or rich) exhibited by putative xenologs still resembling their original CU, we found that most alien
genes predominantly present typical CU immediately upon introgression, thereby suggesting that the role of CU
amelioration in HGT has been overemphasized. In our strategy, we first scanned a representative set of 103 complete
prokaryotic genomes for all pairs of candidate xenologs (exported/imported genes) displaying similar CU. We applied
additional filtering criteria, including phylogenetic validations, to enhance the reliability of our predictions. Our approach
makes no assumptions about the CU of foreign genes being typical or atypical within the recipient genome, thus providing
a novel unbiased framework to study the evolutionary dynamics of HGT.

Introduction

The incessant deluge of completely sequenced ge-
nomes has boosted the development of lateral genomics,
providing new insights into the nature, prevalence, and
evolutionary implications of horizontal gene transfer (HGT)
in such critical biological processes as the occupation of new
niches and speciation (Berg and Kurland 2002; Gogarten,
Doolittle, and Lawrence 2002; Brown 2003). Laterally
acquired genes are usually expected to display atypical
codon usage (CU) mainly due to two lines of evidence. First,
there are biases toward poor CU in genes with plasmid,
phage, and transposon related functions (Sharp and Li 1987;
Médigue et al. 1991). Second, some chromosomes exhibit
distinctive regions with atypical sequence compositions
(Lawrence and Ochman 1998; Ochman and Bergthorsson
1998; Kaneko et al. 2000). Given that CU is thought to
reflect adaptation of genes to the translational machinery of
the host (Ikemura 1981, 1982), and foreign genes have not
been exposed to the same evolutionary forces as resident
genes, it is commonly assumed that foreign genes should
exhibit a poorly adapted codon composition. Thus, atypical
CU, G1C content, and/or different oligonucleotide fre-
quencies have been routinely used as critical parameters to
predict HGT events (Médigue et al. 1991; Karlin, Mrázek,
and Campbell 1998; Lawrence and Ochman 1998; Moszer,
Rocha, and Danchin 1999; Garcia-Vallvé, Romeu, and
Palau 2000). However, cautious evaluations conclude that
current methodologies based on unusual codon abundances
and base composition alone are poor indicators of HGT
(Koski, Morton, and Golding 2001; Wang 2001) and that
comparisons among different approaches generate fewer

predictions in common than would be expected by chance
(Ragan 2001b); nevertheless, methods testing compatible
null hypotheses are expected to increase their level of
agreement (Lawrence and Ochman 2002; Ragan 2002).
Based on these evaluations, the need to develop new
quantitative models to interpret data and assess confidence
has been stressed (Ragan 2001a).

A gene is said to display rich CU if it uses prefer-
entially the most abundant codons within the host genome.
Accordingly, poor or atypical CU indicates the preferential
use of rare codons, and typical CU reflects a balance
between abundant and rare codons. In this work we sought
to find out what the actual CU level (poor, typical, or rich)
displayed by successfully imported genes was at the
moment of acquisition. Thus, it was necessary to collect
pairs of imported/exported genes that still conserve the
compositional footprint of the donor DNA, without making
any a priori assumption about their CU level. The four
basic premises in our approach are: (1) candidate xenolo-
gous genes (CXGs), or pairs of horizontally exported/
imported genes, must bear similar codon composition
independently of whether the CU level of acquired genes is
poor, typical, or rich in the recipient genomes; (2) CXGs
should have similar lengths; (3) they should display the
highest global identity values at the protein level, and thus
they should be detected by current computational methods
to infer orthology; and (4) the phylogenetic relationship
between detected CXGs must contradict the hypothesis
of vertical inheritance. The first premise was used to obtain
an initial list of candidate xenologs, and the other three
allowed the removal of potential false positives. To assess
the CU of genes, we designed the Codon-Richness Index
(CRI), which quantifies the degree to which individual
genes use the most abundant codons within a reference
genome. Genes showing low, average, and high CRI
identify the three CU levels defined above.

We followed the strategy depicted in figure 1 to detect
pairs of CXGs. First, we calculated a CU profile of
potential xenologs for 103 representative genomes (see
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table 1 for a complete list), meaning the account of the CU
level that each gene from 102 (donor) genomes would
display within the remaining 103rd (recipient) genome.
Second, we searched for pairs of exported/imported genes
that still conserve their original CU, that is, genes that
show similar codon frequencies (first working premise).
Because CU similarity might not be enough evidence of
HGT, we applied additional filtering criteria, including
phylogenetic validations, to strengthen the predictions
(i.e., the other three working premises; see Methods and
Results). Then, we counted the number of detected
xenologous genes at each CU level, from the perspective
of their host genomes. Third, we compared the potential
HGT CU profile, as obtained from the first step, with the
actual HGT CU profile exhibited by predicted xenologs in
the second step. The CU comparisons between the actual
and the potential CU HGT profiles reveal that most
horizontally transferred genes exhibited a typical codon
composition at the moment of acquisition, which suggests
that poor CU actually represents a strong barrier against
successful acquisition and utilization of foreign genes.

Methods
The Codon-Richness Index

To assess and compare the CU level of genes within
and across genomes, we designed the CRI based on the
genomic overall abundance of all 64 codons. The index
quantifies the extent at which individual genes use the
most abundant codons within a reference genome. Let Ga,i

be gene i within genome a, qa,i(c) the relative frequency of
codon c in gene Ga,i, and pb(c) the probability or relative
frequency of codon c in genome b. So, the CRI of gene

Ga,i based on the codon abundances of genome b is de-
fined as:

CRIbðGa;iÞ ¼
X64

c¼1

pbðcÞ*qa;iðcÞ: ð1Þ

This index may be interpreted as the expected utility
of a particular codon distribution and constitutes a local
score function (Bernardo and Smith 1994), where higher
values are obtained when gene Ga,i uses the most abundant
codons within genome b. To obtain the CRI values for
genome a relative to its own codon abundances, b must
refer to genome a (b ¼ a), that is, equation (1) should be
evaluated for CRIa(Ga,i); figure 2 illustrates the CRI for all
genes in Escherichia coli K12. By means of this strategy
(when a 6¼ b) we may approach the question of whether or
not the codon composition of foreign genes is atypical in
recipient genomes.

Classification in Three Codon Usage Levels

We classified all genes into three CU categories or
levels containing genes with low, typical, and high CRI, as
illustrated in figure 2. We initially observed, in E. coli
K12, that by sorting the genes by their CRI, most genes
display approximately a constant CRI difference (see the
slope of the curve in fig. 2). Genes with the lowest and
highest CRI show greater differences, thus changing the
slope of the curve. When similar curves for all genomes
were drawn, it became apparent for almost all cases that
the inflexion points, where the slope starts to deviate from
typical CRI, embrace about 80% of the genes, thereby
suggesting a strategy for the definition of genome-specific
thresholds for high and low CRI. For each genome, we
estimated its CRI histogram and calculated the CRI values
(low and high CRI thresholds) at which the interval of
maximum density and minimum length contained 80% of
the genes.

Detection of Candidate Xenologous Genes

We devised a Bayesian method to compute the
posterior probability that two putative orthologs (POs) are
CXGs given the CU differences among all related POs and
the probability of the null hypothesis (i.e., the chances that
they are not xenologs preserving their original sequence
composition). The underlying assumption is that CXGs
satisfy all criteria of current methods to detect orthology
based on protein sequence comparisons. Thus, CXGs were
sought across all genomes as POs, which were chosen
using the bidirectional best hit (BDBH) working definition
of orthology as previously reported (Moreno-Hagelsieb
and Collado-Vides 2002a). Whenever a BDBH was not
detected in a given target genome, we used the top scoring
BlastP hit as the PO as long as there was no better hit
within the reference genome. This is the Ortholog Higher
than Paralog (OHTP) definition (Ermolaeva, White, and
Salzberg 2001). All BlastP comparisons were run with a
maximum cutoff E-value of 0.001, filtering low informa-
tion sequences and using the option for a Smith-Waterman
final alignment (Schaffer et al. 2001). We assume that CRI

FIG. 1.—Strategy to assess the codon usage (CU) level of genes
involved in horizontal transfer events. Putative orthologs (POs),
quantification of CU values, candidate xenologous genes (CXGs), and
phylogenetic analyses were performed as explained in Methods.
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differences between CXGs follow a normal distribu-
tion with mean zero and very small standard deviation,
rh. Similarly, CRI differences between nonxenologous
genes (or POs) were assumed to follow a normal distribu-
tion with mean 0 and a standard deviation, ro, much
greater than rh. Hence, the required predictive probability
would be

PðHðGa;iÞ ¼ b j �DÞ

¼ K
ro

rh

e
�

Da;iðbÞ2
2

1

r2
h

2 1

r2
o

� �
PðHðGa;iÞ ¼ bÞ; ð2Þ

where H(Ga,i) ¼ b represents the hypothesis that gene Ga,i

was involved in an HGT event with genome b, that is, that
genes Ga,i and Gb,i are CXGs. �D is the vector of CRI
differences between Ga,i and each one of its POs in other

Table 1
The Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT) Potential Among the
Representative Set of 103 Complete Prokaryote Genomes

Genome
Low
CRI

Typical
CRI

High
CRI Total

A. pernix 220691 73085 14 293790
P. aerophilum 226917 65213 896 293026
S. solfataricus 232056 49256 11342 292654
S. tokodaii 233586 50841 8378 292805
A. fulgidus 267463 25548 200 293211
Halobacterium sp 227533 65423 53 293009
M. thermoautotrophicum 282827 10809 122 293758
M. jannaschii 265417 26490 1947 293854
M. kandleri 216853 76324 763 293940
M. acetivorans 183200 96770 11121 291091
P. furiosus 231181 57219 5106 293506
T. acidophilum 279740 14265 144 294149
T. volcanium 232525 48995 12612 294132
N. equitans 269272 23623 2173 295068
B. longum 192800 94234 6870 293904
C. diphtheriae 113972 162544 16818 293334
C. glutamicum 157905 129792 4941 292638
M. tuberculosis H37Rv 208019 55462 28223 291704
S. coelicolor 262610 24695 118 287423
T. whipplei Twist 158998 101610 34215 294823
A. aeolicus 270363 23211 497 294071
B. thetaiotaomicron

VPI-5482 186603 84445 19805 290853
P. gingivalis W83 89249 193897 10576 293722
C. muridarum 200807 54740 39186 294733
C. caviae 196185 55423 43018 294626
C. pneumoniae TW 183 182254 66811 45453 294518
C. tepidum TLS 163277 104917 25190 293384
G. violaceus 199344 65258 26599 291201
Nostoc sp 180834 74293 34375 289502
P. marinus CCMP1375 210574 56508 26667 293749
P. marinus MED4 248298 40397 5224 293919
P. marinus MIT9313 112159 172848 8359 293366
Synechococcus sp

WH8102 189138 92556 11420 293114
Synechocystis PCC6803 215477 73496 3491 292464
T. elongatus 197067 88231 7858 293156
D. radiodurans 237132 51092 4276 292500
B. anthracis A2012 228403 52509 9996 290908
B. halodurans 174010 86401 31154 291565
B. subtilis 175368 96220 19931 291519
C. acetobutylicum 256723 28783 6277 291783
C. perfringens 273793 17441 1674 292908
C. tetani E88 273125 18839 1294 293258
E. faecalis V583 222220 61378 8920 292518
L. plantarum 201190 81188 10244 292622
L. lactis 235021 50984 7305 293310
L. innocua 226505 55510 10555 292570
M. gallisepticum 261943 28181 4781 294905
M. genitalium 250284 39796 5067 295147
M. penetrans 279457 14327 810 294594
M. pneumoniae 241071 49230 4641 294942
M. pulmonis 281857 12448 544 294849
O. iheyensis 226221 50551 15359 292131
O. yellows phytoplasma 277629 16775 474 294878
S. aureus Mu50 243684 43046 6153 292883
S. agalactiae 2603 218403 59219 15885 293507
S. mutans 223781 60657 9233 293671
S. pneumoniae R6 193852 81234 18502 293588
S. pyogenes MGAS8232 205537 69398 18851 293786
T. tengcongensis 231937 51944 9162 293043
U. urealyticum 288095 6784 138 295017
F. nucleatum 279680 13578 306 293564
Pirellula sp 103373 156493 28440 288306
A. tumefaciens

C58 UWash 190657 72356 27216 290229
B. floridanus 277397 14905 2741 295043

Table 1
Continued

Genome
Low
CRI

Typical
CRI

High
CRI Total

B. bronchiseptica 255349 35017 260 290626
B. japonicum 206215 75167 5932 287314
B. melitensis 194500 71907 26029 292436
B. aphidicola 277804 15585 1738 295127
Buchnera sp 276040 17628 1389 295057
C. jejuni 265695 26368 1914 293977
C. crescentus 240000 51026 868 291894
C. violaceum 238489 52425 310 291224
C. burnetii 180682 86053 26887 293622
E. coli K12 149254 135551 6515 291320
G. sulfurreducens 193116 82265 16805 292186
H. ducreyi 35000HP 228811 58743 6360 293914
H. influenzae 236733 49700 7587 294020
H. hepaticus 238135 45260 10361 293756
H. pylori 26695 238771 49350 5946 294067
M. loti 201651 76917 9788 288356
N. meningitidis MC58 154865 138297 390 293552
N. europaea 150040 132992 10138 293170
P. multocida 237421 47818 8377 293616
P. luminescens 164234 98934 27780 290948
P. aeruginosa 251160 36938 1966 290064
P. putida KT2440 208243 74600 7438 290281
P. syringae 185421 82506 22096 290023
R. solanacearum 230872 58669 970 290511
R. palustris CGA009 225993 56191 8630 290814
R. conorii 234721 52704 6832 294257
S. oneidensis 164013 107709 19440 291162
S. meliloti 203487 66631 19310 289428
V. cholerae 133843 152096 5872 291811
V. vulnificus YJ016 143680 136210 10713 290603
W. brevipalpis 289146 5854 20 295020
W. succinogenes 286095 7412 80 293587
X. citri 226500 60461 4358 291319
X. fastidiosa 77286 156537 58976 292799
Y. pestis CO92 102650 181804 6960 291414
B. burgdorferi 263354 28776 1904 294034
L. interrogans 218598 61076 11230 290904
T. pallidum 136104 155162 3369 294635
T. maritima 263902 29201 670 293773

Average 216081.70 66000.35 10678.75 292760.80
Fraction 0.74 0.22 0.04 1.00

NOTE.—Columns 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the number of genes that would enter

each reference genome with poor, typical, and high Codon-Richness Index (CRI), if

there were an HGT event in this precise moment. Column 5 denotes the total

number of potential xenologs.
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genomes (e.g., Gb,i, Gc,i, Gd,i, etc.), based on the codon
composition of genome a. Da,i(b) is the specific CRI
difference between Ga,i and its PO within genome b (Gb,i),
based on genome a. K is the normalization constant.
P(H(Ga,i) ¼ b) represents the independent prior beliefs we
have in the sense that Ga,i and Gb,i are CXGs; that is, if
a reference gene has n POs then we consider a priori that
all n POs have equal chances of being the CXGs, and so,
taking into account the null hypothesis H(Ga,i) ¼ 0, that
probability is 1/(n11). The threshold to make the initial
detection of CXGs was set to the value of the posterior
probability of the null hypothesis, that is, evaluating equa-
tion (2) for P(H(Ga,i) ¼ 0 j �D) and rh ¼ ro. We
performed the predictions by stringently defining rh ¼
0.002804 and ro¼0.1, which translates to the fact that two
POs are considered as CXGs if jDa,i(b)j , 0.0075 (note
that this difference represents in average 1/18 of the CRI
scale, see figs. 2 and 3).

Phylogenetic Analysis

It has been demonstrated that the most similar genes
in a local or global alignment are not necessarily the closest
neighbors in a phylogenetic tree (Koski and Golding 2001).
Accordingly, our filtering criteria, where we require that
pairs of detected candidate xenologs show small CRI dif-
ferences and the highest global identity at the protein level,
might not be enough supporting evidence. Therefore, for
each predicted pair of CXGs we estimated protein-based
maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogenies and eliminated all
predictions producing trees not consistent with the hy-
pothesis of HGT.

A reference topology to perform phylogenetic incon-
gruity tests was obtained by combining three different
strategies and then inferring a consensus tree. First, we used
the standard taxonomy for prokaryotic genomes, as
reported in the NCBI Taxonomy database (Wheeler et al.
2000). Second, a dendogram was built based on the average
protein similarity of all genes shared between each pair
of genomes (see elimination of redundant genomes in
Moreno-Hagelsieb and Collado-Vides [2002b]). A distance

matrix was generated with these scores and the program
FITCH from the Phylip 3.6b suite of programs (Felsenstein
1989) was used to generate a tree, allowing for overall
global rearrangements. The resulting topology using this
criterion matched surprisingly well the current taxonomy of
prokaryotes, with only five genomes misplaced (data not
shown). Third, from the set of genes previously proposed
as good candidates to predict evolutionary relationships
among prokaryotes (Zeigler 2003), we selected those with
at least 90 BDBHs in our set of nonredundant genomes,
namely atpD, cysS, ffh, glyA, recA, and serS. Phylogenetic
analyses of the products encoded by these genes, as well as
for all predicted CXGs, were performed as described
below. Only those clades/lineages supported by the three
approaches were considered as reference.

Multiple alignments of putative orthologous proteins
were performed using the program ClustalW (Thompson
et al. 1997) with default settings. Saturated sites and
potentially misaligned regions were removed applying the
program Gblocks (Castresana 2000) with default param-
eters. Protein trees were constructed under the ML opti-
mality criterion and applying the JTT1� model of amino
acid substitutions as implemented in PHYML (Guindon
and Gascuel 2003), which accommodates among-site rate
variation using a discrete gamma distribution with four
rate categories. Nodal support for each JTT1� ML phy-
logeny was assessed by the analysis of 100 bootstrapped
alignments and the resulting consensus tree, which were
generated with the programs SEQBOOT and CONSENSE,
respectively, in the Phylip 3.6b package. Concerning the
set of HGT predictions, we initially parsed automatically
each tree and regarded it as a good prediction only if the
two putative xenologs shared a terminal node, its bootstrap
support was �75%, and if a third PO was present such
that it rendered the association between the pairs of
predicted xenologs phylogenetically incongruent. Finally,
all trees that successfully passed such filters were visually
inspected for the quality of the topology and potential
problems such as the presence of long branches, poorly
resolved clades, multiple paralogs, etc. All doubtful pre-
dictions were subsequently discarded.

FIG. 3.—Codon-Richness Index (CRI) differences between pairs of
putative orthologs (POs) in H. influenzae and N. meningitidis MC58. The
CRI of all pairs of POs in both genomes was calculated based on the
codon abundances of H. influenzae. Smaller CRI differences can be
clearly observed between candidate xenologous genes (CXGs).

FIG. 2.—The Codon-Richness Index (CRI) of genes sorted in an
increasing order. The concepts of poor, typical, and rich codon usage
(CU) become apparent. The thresholds for low and high CRI are located
at the inflexion points of the curve, embracing about 80% of the genes
(see Methods).
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Results
Most Potential Foreign Genes Exhibit Poor Codon
Usage from the Perspective of Potential
Recipient Genomes

We calculated the CU level of genes by applying a
genome-based CU measure, the CRI, designed to quantify
the degree to which individual genes use the most abundant
codons within a reference genome (see Methods). Then,
we set two genome-specific CRI thresholds to classify the
genes into three classes—the high-CRI (rich CU class), the
typical-CRI (typical CU class), and the low-CRI (poor CU
class) (see Methods and fig. 2). Next, we performed a
massive in silico HGT, which consists in considering each
genome in turn as recipient and all other genomes as
potential donors. We then computed the CRI that each
gene (or potential xenolog) from the donor genomes
would display within the putative recipient genome.
Finally, we counted the number of potential xenologs
that fell into each of the three CU categories based on the
CRI they would display in the recipient genomes (see
Methods for details). The CU profile formed by the
number of potential xenologs entering a genome as poor,
typical, and rich is what we call the potential CU HGT
profile.

As shown in table 1, 74% of the genes in other
genomes are currently low-CRI genes with respect to the
potential recipient genomes, 22% would qualify as typical-
CRI genes, and 4% as high-CRI genes. Interestingly, a
couple of genomes accept as typical genes most genes
in other genomes (see X. fastidiosa and P. gingivalis
W83). If we restrict the HGT potential estimation to
genomes belonging to the same taxonomic category, for
instance only within the Proteobacteria, a similar pattern
is observed, in that most potential xenologs (�65%)
would display poor CU in the recipient genome (data not
shown). As expected, the number of potential xenologs
with typical CU increases as the evolutionary distances
decrease. It is worth noting that the HGT potential is
consistent with the expectations and results of several
authors who have based their work on atypical gene
content (Karlin, Mrázek, and Campbell 1998; Lawrence
and Ochman 1998; Garcia-Vallvé, Romeu, and Palau
2000). For instance, from the genes predicted by
Lawrence and Ochman (1998) as horizontal acquisitions
in E. coli K12 strain MG1655, 503 (84%) had a CRI lower
than the genomic mean and 329 (55%) are low-CRI genes
(we could only find 601 genes identified by name or
position out of their 755 predictions; missing genes might
have been removed from the current genome version as
a result of over-annotations clean up). Similarly, 310
(82%) of the horizontal acquisitions in E. coli predicted by
Garcia-Vallvé, Romeu, and Palau (2000) are genes below
the genomic CRI mean, while 207 (55%) are low-
CRI genes (we could only find 376 genes by their name,
b-number, or position out of their 381 predictions,
probably for similar reasons as before). However, we
must emphasize that these numbers (the potential CU
HGT profile) are quite different from the CRI distribution
of detected HGT events (the actual CU HGT profile)
as shown below.

Pairs of Xenologs that Resemble Their Original
Codon Usage Can Be Detected as Homologs with
Very Similar Codon Usage

To work only with representative genomes, we
reduced the 148 available prokaryotic genomes to a non-
redundant set of 103, by following a previously reported
methodology based on the average protein similarity of
shared genes between pairs of genomes (Moreno-Hagelsieb
and Collado-Vides 2002b). We are aware that the current
sample of completely sequenced genomes is not represen-
tative enough to ensure we can detect exact pairs of
genomes that have been involved in HGT events. Thus,
whenever we say we detect a pair of genes exchanged
between two genomes, the recipient/donor genomes could
well be close relatives of the actual genomes involved.
Candidate xenologous genes (CXGs) across all genomes
were identified among POs as described in Methods. The
rationale is that CXGs are a subset of all genes detectable
by current methods to identify orthologs. We are interested
in HGT events where the transferred genes still resemble
their original CU. Thus, we extracted an initial set of
potential CXGs from the set of POs by searching for pairs
of POs whose CRI difference is close to zero, when both
CRIs are computed using the codon composition of either
of the two genomes involved. In other words, only those
pairs of POs that use to the same extent the most abundant
codons within the donor and/or recipient genome are taken
into consideration in order to predict CXGs. In figure 3 we
show an example, using H. influenzae and N. meningitidis
MC58, to illustrate that CRI differences between CXGs
tend to be much smaller than between POs. As would be
expected, the number of CXGs showing small CRI dif-
ferences increases between closely related organisms. We
apply a Bayesian method to perform an initial identification
of CXGs. The method calculates the posterior probability
that two POs with a small CRI difference are CXGs given
the CRI differences between all other related POs and the
null hypothesis that none of the POs are CXGs (see
Methods).

However, it is not the CU criterion alone that dis-
criminates candidate xenologs from POs, but the simulta-
neous application of other filtering criteria as detailed
below. The role of the CU similarity criterion is to
guarantee that predicted xenologs will have similar CU,
which we regard as an obligatory attribute of the type of
HGT events we are interested in. The reliability of the
predictions is enhanced by the following criteria: First,
predicted xenologs must have approximately the same
length (610%). Second, the global identity, at the protein
level, between predicted xenologs must be �40% (results
with higher identity thresholds are shown below). Third,
predicted xenologous genes must be the best hits when all
related POs are globally compared with the Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch 1970), using
default parameters as implemented within the EMBOSS
package (Olson 2002). Fourth, predicted xenologs must
be the closest neighbors in a phylogenetic tree, and the
topology of the tree must contradict the reference phylog-
eny of the genomes analyzed (see Methods for a detailed
explanation). To minimize ambiguous interpretations, we
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only considered predictions involving at least five POs (the
pair of predicted xenologs plus three other POs), as
previously suggested (Syvanen 1994). The general strat-
egy for HGT detection is summarized in figure 1.

From the analysis of 103 nonredundant genomes, we
detected a total of 375 HGT events involving 730 genes
(see table 2); some genes are involved in two or more
events. Table S1 in the online Supplementary Material
gives details on pairs of xenologous genes and their an-
notated function. About 36% of the predictions involve
hypothetical, putative, or unknown proteins, 28% are
enzymes (i.e., reductases, transferases, kinases, dehydro-
genases, methylases, mutases, synthases), 19% are in-
volved in transport (if putative genes are included, then the
number is 27%), 11% are involved in transcriptional
regulation, 4% are genes related to mobile elements, and
2% are drug resistance genes.

To assess the level of conservation of predicted
xenologs among closely related genomes, we took the 21
E. coli K12 genes involved in HGT events (see table 2)
and observed how many of them are present in the other
three sequenced E. coli strains (0157H7, 0157H7 EDL933,
and CFT073). Using the BDBH definition of orthology,
we found two genes confined exclusively to strain K12 or
two strains (K12 and other), six shared by K12 and two
other strains, and 13 genes shared by all strains. This is not
surprising, as the number of genes shared between closely
related genomes is huge. Furthermore, 12 out of the 21
E. coli K12 genes involved in HGT have at least two
homologs in the other three strains. There are possible
explanations for this; foreign genes may coexist with their
native homologs and/or, as suggested by other authors,
duplication of foreign genes is effectively more common
than duplication of indigenous genes (Hooper and Berg
2003). As expected, the number of conserved xenologs
with BDBHs elsewhere decreases with increasing phylo-
genetic distance. For example, none of the 21 genes in
E. coli K12 predicted to be involved in HGT events has
a BDBH in H. influenzae, whereas only one gene has a
BDBH in X. fastidiosa. Unfortunately, the lack of closely
related sequenced genomes on both sides of the probable
transferences makes it hard to attain reliable conclusions
from this analysis.

Table 2
Predicted Number of Genes Involved in Horizontal Gene
Transfer (HGT)

Genome
Low
CRI

Typical
CRI

High
CRI Total

S. solfataricus 0 1 0 1
S. tokodaii 2 0 0 2
A. fulgidus 0 1 0 1
M. thermoautotrophicum 0 1 0 1
M. acetivorans 0 4 0 4
P. furiosus 0 4 0 4
T. volcanium 1 1 0 2
B. longum 0 1 0 1
C. diphtheriae 0 4 0 4
C. glutamicum 0 3 0 3
M. tuberculosis H37Rv 0 3 0 3
S. coelicolor 0 11 0 11
B. thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482 0 7 0 7
C. caviae 0 0 1 1
C. tepidum. TLS 0 8 1 9
G. violaceus 0 4 0 4
Nostoc. Sp 0 2 1 3
P. marinus MIT9313 0 1 0 1
Synechococcus sp WH8102 0 1 0 1
Synechocystis PCC6803 0 2 0 2
T. elongatus 8 1 0 9
D. radiodurans 2 1 0 3
B. anthracis A2012 0 5 0 5
B. halodurans 0 4 0 4
B. subtilis 0 3 0 3
C. acetobutylicum 3 9 0 12
C. perfringens 0 9 0 9
C. tetani E88 4 3 0 7
E. faecalis V583 0 12 0 12
L. plantarum 0 5 0 5
L. lactis 1 2 2 5
L. innocua 0 4 1 5
M. penetrans 0 4 0 4
O. iheyensis 0 4 0 4
S. aureus Mu50 2 0 0 2
S. agalactiae 2603 0 6 1 7
S. mutans 0 2 0 2
S. pneumoniae R6 0 14 0 14
T. tengcongensis 0 2 0 2
F. nucleatum 5 6 0 11
Pirellula. Sp 0 6 1 7
A. tumefaciens C58 UWash 3 30 1 34
B. bronchiseptica 3 19 1 23
B. japonicum 2 29 1 32
B. melitensis 2 20 0 22
C. jejuni 1 2 0 3
C. crescentus 0 10 0 10
C. violaceum 3 18 0 21
C. burnetii 0 0 1 1
E. coli K12 1 20 0 21
G. sulfurreducens 1 8 0 9
H. influenzae 3 2 0 5
H. hepaticus 0 1 0 1
M. loti 4 57 2 63
N. meningitidis MC58 3 7 0 10
N. europaea 4 11 3 18
P. multocida 0 3 0 3
P. luminescens 2 2 0 4
P. aeruginosa 3 22 3 28
P. putida KT2440 1 13 0 14
P. syringae 2 23 0 25
R. solanacearum 3 25 2 30
R. palustris CGA009 0 8 1 9
S. oneidensis 0 15 0 15
S. meliloti 3 49 7 59
V. cholerae 8 7 0 15
V. vulnificus YJ016 1 8 1 10

Table 2
Continued

Genome
Low
CRI

Typical
CRI

High
CRI Total

X. citri 0 21 0 21
X. fastidiosa 0 2 2 4
Y. pestis CO92 0 13 0 13
L. interrogans 0 3 0 3
T. pallidum 0 1 0 1
T. maritima 0 5 1 6

Total 81 615 34 730
Fraction 0.11 0.84 0.05 1.0

NOTE.—Columns 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the number of genes predicted as

involved in HGT events for each genome per Codon-Richness Index (CRI) level.

Column 5 denotes the total predictions per genome. For convenience only genomes

with at least one prediction are included.
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Most Horizontal Gene Transfers Involve Genes with
Typical and Rich Codon Usage

As shown in table 2, most HGT predictions involve
typical-CRI genes (84%), with apparently little contribu-
tion of genes displaying low or high CRI. This contrasts
with both the potential shown in table 1 and the common
underlying assumption that most HGTs involve genes
displaying predominantly poor CU in the recipient genome
at the moment of acquisition. Table 2 does not specify
which genes are imported or exported in the predictions,
and thus about 365 genes (50%) are expected to be acqui-
sitions. Even if we assume that the 81 HGTs involving
low-CRI genes (11% of the total HGT predictions) are all
gene acquisitions, we would still have 284 genes (the re-
maining 39% of imported genes) displaying typical to high
CRI. That is, at least 78% (284/365) of all predicted gene
acquisitions display typical to rich CU. Furthermore, the
overall tendencies observed in table 2 are not significantly
affected if we vary the stringency on the minimal identity
threshold required between predicted xenologs to detect an
HGT event (see table 3).

Our conclusions rely on the assumption that pairs of
candidate xenologs satisfying the four filtering conditions
can be regarded as evidence of xenologous genes that still
resemble their original CU. These conditions are: (1) CXGs
must display similar CRI; (2) they must display similar
length; (3) they must show the highest global protein
identity; and (4) the relationship between CXGs must
contradict the hypothesis of vertical inheritance. However,
it could be argued that two genes with rather different CU
might yield the same CRI score because it is a weighted
average, and, consequently, similar CRIs do not necessar-
ily indicate recent HGT events. Although such a scenario
is mathematically possible, the combination of the four
criteria makes it unlikely to be the case for CXGs. To
corroborate this, we took all predicted xenologs showing at
least 80% global protein identity and performed codon-
wise alignments with their DNA sequences. If CU simi-
larity decays quickly, then most aligned codons should be
different. Even for the case of 80% identity, we observe
long stretches of DNA sequence identity, which warrants
that a substantial fraction of the aligned codons are the
same. More specifically, predicted xenologs showing
a global protein identity greater than 90% had an average
80% of identical codons in the alignment and 85.6% of
average nucleotide identities when running the Smith-
Waterman algorithm from the EMBOSS package with
default settings. Similarly, those CXGs with global pro-
tein identity between 80% and 90% had on average 53%
of identical codons and 77% of identities with Smith-
Waterman. CXGs with 70%–80% of global protein iden-
tity showed an average 72% of DNA sequence identity
with Smith-Waterman. Consequently, it is apparent that
genes with protein identities �70% have similar CU vec-
tors, leaving little room, if any, to argue that they are differ-
ent but had a similar CRI by chance.

The CRI of a gene is most sensitive to codon
frequency changes when they affect the frequencies of the
most abundant codons in the reference genome. Therefore,
if changes occur in codons that contribute little to the score

(i.e., rare codons), then the CRI will diverge at a slower
rate than the DNA sequence identity. For predictions below
70% sequence identity, more differences in the codon
usage vectors are observed, but they are located mostly on
codons that have no significant influence on CRI. There are
also cases where the most abundant codons are essentially
the same for two genomes. In such scenarios, the CRI in
both donor and acquired genes will vary even more slowly
(e.g., E. coli K12 and N. europaea). On the other hand,
genes exchanged between genomes with large differences
in CU would display very poor CRI values (e.g., an HGT
from M. loti to H. influenzae).

For a better assessment of the role of HGT within
each CU class (c), the total number of predicted HGT
events per CU class (Nc) should be normalized. One pos-
sibility is to divide Nc by the number of comparisons
necessary to detect HGTs in the CU class c, that is, the
product of the number of resident genes within class c, rc,
and the number of potential foreign genes that would enter
directly in the same class (fc), as indicated by the HGT
potential (see table 1), more precisely, Nc/(rc fc). Though
correct, this normalization would favor our interpretation
that very few successful HGTs involve genes with poor
CU, since the number of potential foreign genes that would
arrive with low CRI is enormous (see table 1). Alterna-
tively, we may relax the normalization criterion and divide
Nc only by the number of resident genes in the cor-
responding class (Nc/rc). Such normalization favors low-
CRI genes, since, by definition, the typical-CRI area
contains 80% of the genes (see Methods), and thus the
number of HGTs entering with typical CRI is diluted.
Despite such dilution, HGTs with typical CRI were found
to occur 1.2 times more frequently than HGTs involving
low-CRI genes, whereas HGTs with low CRI were 1.6
times more frequent than HGT with high CRI. However, if
we use the former normalization criterion Nc/(rc fc), then
for each detected HGT event involving a low-CRI gene
there would be 3.7 and 12.7 HGT events involving genes
with typical and high CRI, respectively.

One source of potential bias in our results is derived
from our phylogenetic congruency tests. If within our
nonredundant set of genomes poor-CU genes tend to have

Table 3
Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT) Predictions if the
Identity Threshold for Candidate Xenologous Genes Is
Gradually Increased

Identity
Threshold

Genes Predicted as Involved in HGT Events

Low CRI Typical CRI High CRI

Total(%) na % n % n %

40 81 11 615 84 34 5 730
50 63 10 517 85 28 5 608
60 45 11 328 83 22 6 395
70 31 16 145 76 14 7 190
80 9 17 39 74 5 9 53
90 4 22 12 67 2 11 18

NOTE.—The number of genes predicted as involved in HGT events with low,

typical, and high Codon-Richness Index (CRI) when the identity threshold, at the

amino acid level, to consider an HGT event as recent is varied from 40% to 90%.
a Number of genes predicted as involved in HGT events per codon usage

class.
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less POs than genes with typical CU, then our predictions
might be biased toward genes with typical CU; in our
approach less than five POs would exclude such transfers
from consideration. Before performing the phylogenetic
analyses, there were certainly more HGT predictions be-
cause the only filtering criterion was that candidate xeno-
logs had to be the most similar at the protein level;
however, even in such circumstances the proportion of
genes with poor, typical, and rich CU was essentially the
same as that reported in table 2. Although the number of
POs will increase as more genomes are sequenced, the
proportions of xenologs with poor CU is so low that it is
unlikely that it will ever be higher than the proportion of
genes with typical CU. Another source of bias might exist
between genomes with similar CU; in such cases genes
with similar CRI might be found by chance, and the
criterion of codon similarity alone could not discriminate
between xenologous and orthologous genes. Indepen-
dently of whether or not the genomes have similar CU,
recently exchanged pairs of genes will always display
similar CU immediately upon introgression; this situation
clearly illustrates and stresses the importance of the phylo-
genetic and global protein similarity analyses as additional
CU-independent filters.

Current methods based on atypical sequence charac-
teristics also have important sources of bias. For example,
if a given Open Reading Frame (ORF) is highly atypical it
might not actually be a true gene. This seems to be the case
for a number of reported HGT predictions (Lawrence and
Ochman 1998) that have been eliminated from the current
version of the E. coli K12 genome in the Entrez genome
database. In addition, there are alternative phenomena,
besides HGT, that might explain the low GC content and/or
poor CU in some genes. For instance, a substantial number
of genomes have a GC distribution that is skewed toward
low GC, and it was suggested that a remote origin for
genes showing low GC seems unlikely. Selection for low
GC is a more parsimonious explanation, because functional
scenarios involving replication or recombination are
easily conceivable for these genes (Syvanen 1994). Genes
with low GC might also result from structural constraints,
as is the case for ribosomal proteins displaying an excess of
lysine residues, coded preferentially by the AAA codon
required for RNA protein interactions (Lawrence and
Ochman 1997; Ramakrishnan and White 1998). This also
explains why most ribosomal proteins do not show high
CRI in E. coli K12 (AAA is not an abundant codon).

Common Predictions with Previous Reports of
Horizontal Gene Transfer

Among the predictions obtained in this work there are
some that agree with previous HGT reports. For example,
there is strong evidence that sodC and bioC were trans-
ferred between H. influenzae and N. meningitidis (Kroll
et al. 1998). We correctly detect the transference of bioC.
However, sodC is not present in the genome of H. in-
fluenzae strain Rd as reported in GenBank. Similarly, a
substantial fraction of predicted CXGs is involved in
transport (19%), regulation (11%), drug resistance, and
mobile elements (6%). These functions are often regarded

as exchangeable (Gray and Garey 2001; Scott 2002;
Beaber, Hochhut, and Waldor 2004).

Given the nature of our methodology, we have very
few predictions in common with methods based on atypical
sequence characteristics. This is expected, as our method is
not designed to be exhaustive and the other methods favor
genes with poor CU by definition.

The Case of Horizontal Gene Transfer Between
Archaea and Thermotoga maritima

We sought another source of information that might
either contradict or support the present interpretation. It
has been suggested that the eubacterium Thermotoga
maritima aquired 24% of its genes from an archaeal source
(Nelson et al. 1999; Nesbo et al. 2001). Even though this
number might be an overestimation (Kyrpides and Olsen
1999; Koski and Golding 2001), the six predictions we
obtained involving T. maritima genes are all exchanges
with Archaea (see table S1 in the online Supplementary
Material), five showing typical CU and one showing rich
CU (see table 2). The six genes in Archaea currently show
typical or rich CU when seen from within T. maritima.
Furthermore, some archaeal genomes (potential donors)
show reasonably good CU compatibility with T. maritima.
For instance, 64%, 60%, and 58% of all genes in A.
fulgidus, P. abyssi, and M. jannaschii, respectively, would
show typical to rich CU in T. maritma if they were trans-
ferred in this moment, despite the divergence that these
genomes have suffered since the original speciation events.
These results strengthen the idea that genes showing
compatible CU with a potential recipient genome are more
likely to be successfully transferred. The reader should be
aware that we predict very few HGTs due to five reasons:
first, we did not attempt to detect every possible xenolog,
just those relevant to answer the fundamental question in
this analysis, namely what the actual CU level pre-
dominantly shown by foreign genes is at the moment of
introgression; second, we only take into consideration
completely sequenced genomes; third, taxonomic groups
are not evenly represented in the set of complete genomes;
fourth, detected xenologs are required to share a terminal
node in protein trees; and fifth, there must be at least five
POs to uphold our predictions.

Poor Codon Usage Represents a Barrier for
Horizontal Gene Transfer

Our results imply that foreign genes arriving with rich
or typical CU face selection mainly at the functional level,
whereas most genes entering the cell with poor CU would
most likely be lost in the same way as pseudogenes are
eroded, since their functions might not be fully available to
assess any functional advantage due to poor translation.
Thus, even though the great majority of genes may actually
arrive with poor CU, as illustrated by the HGT potential
(see table 1), the cell filters them out. Although it is not
clear that barriers, beyond the restriction-modification sys-
tems, have evolved to prevent lateral gene exchange among
prokaryotes (Gogarten, Doolittle, and Lawrence 2002),
poor CU might well represent such a barrier as a side effect
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of defective translatability. Our interpretation makes bio-
logical sense, as integration of foreign DNA into the
chromosome is a process subject to efficient surveillance
and suppression. Studies of homologous recombination in
bacteria show that the frequency of integration of exoge-
nous DNA in the chromosome decreases exponentially as
sequence divergence increases (Martin 1999; Denamur
et al. 2000; Majewski 2001). In addition, mechanisms pre-
venting illegitimate recombination in prokaryotes and
eukaryotes have been reported (Hanada et al. 1997; Wu,
Karow, and Hickson 1999). Under the assumption that
most HGT events are not expected to be adaptive, but
neutral or nearly neutral, the probability of fixation in large
populations has been shown to be negligible, most likely
leading to the ablation of foreign genes (Berg and Kurland
2002). This is in agreement with our observation that most
laterally acquired genes potentially arrive displaying poor
CU, but apparently they are strongly selected against due to
poor translatability. In contrast, those genes arriving with
typical CU have more opportunities to be successfully used
by the recipient genome, and thus to persist as long as they
provide a reasonable high selection coefficient. We propose
that typical CU may well represent a safety or tolerance
zone for genes to achieve adequate translation rates and
expression levels. This notion is supported by our observ-
ation that, at least for E. coli K12, genomic codon fre-
quencies (the reference values to calculate CRI) display
correlation levels with tRNA concentrations similar to
those exhibited by codon abundances in ribosomal proteins
(unpublished material). As most highly expressed genes
show typical to high CRI, it seems that displaying typical
CU is sufficient to attain adequate translation rates.

Our results are also consistent with the work of Smith
and Eyre-Walker (2001) who, based on the fact that highly
expressed genes in E. coli possess rare codons, posit
that selection toward codon optimization is a relatively
weak force. If a foreign gene, successfully integrated
into the genome, displays an acceptable codon composi-
tion and provides an adequate amount of protein to
perform satisfactorily its function (neutral, nearly neutral,
or highly adaptive), then there is no need for an additional
strong selective pressure to turn its rare codons into
abundant codons.

Codon Usage Amelioration Is Unnecessary

We need to re-evaluate the notion that a foreign gene
or fragment of DNA (assumed as atypical in sequence
characteristics) becomes compositionally more similar to
the host genome with increasing residence time. This pro-
cess has been called ‘‘amelioration,’’ after reasoning that it
makes a gene ‘‘better’’ (Lawrence and Ochman 1997),
implying better translatability. This concept is a natural
consequence of methods assuming that most foreign genes
display mainly a poor-CU profile. However, as our results
indicate, most foreign genes with poor CU are counter-
selected for successful integration, suggesting that CU
amelioration might occur in a small fraction of genes. Of
course, once integrated, foreign genes will be subjected to
the same mutational biases as the rest of the indigenous

genes, and if they had any atypical composition in terms
other than CU, like GC content or oligonucleotide com-
positions (which are related to, but are not, CU), the
mutational drift in the genome would ‘‘dilute’’ such dif-
ferences without a dramatic impact on the CU of foreign
genes relative to the genomic codon abundances. In fact, it
has been observed that some genes may show rich CU but
an average GC content (Garcia-Vallvé, Romeu, and Palau
2000; Garcia-Vallvé et al. 2003), and similarly we have
observed genes that show deviant GC content but typical
CU. Thus, the process is nothing else than the genetic drift
that affects all genes within a genome, most probably
making the genes fluctuate randomly within the typical CU
area or safety zone without seriously affecting levels of
expression.

A substantial number of prophage, transposase, and
insertion sequence-related genes display low GC content
and poor CU relative to chromosomal genes. However,
this is not the case for most genes linked to mobile
elements, as more than half of them show typical CRI in
the host genome. For example, 60% of the genes in the
plasmids of A. tumefaciens C58 and M. loti display typical
to high CRI within their respective host genomes. Simi-
larly, we identified 154 genes whose annotated function is
directly related to mobile elements in E. coli K12 (e.g.,
phages, transposons, and plasmids) and found that 96
(62%) genes display typical CRI. This CU compatibility
between genes that map to mobile elements and their host
genomes is consistent with the previous observation that
plasmids tend to show genome signatures similar to those
of potential hosts (Campbell, Mrazek, and Karlin 1999)
and with the hypothesis that these genome signatures
might play an important role in HGT (Karlin 2001).

Concluding Remarks

We have shown that, despite the huge probability for
a foreign gene to display poor CU, most detected HGTs
involve genes with typical or rich CU. As there is no
reason to assume that evolution today differs from what
happened during most of the evolutionary history, suc-
cessful HGTs should have involved ready-to-use genes.
Although it is accepted that a substantial fraction of ac-
quired genes might not be sufficiently atypical to be de-
tected by most published methods (Lawrence and Ochman
2002), our results indicate that the great majority of
recently acquired genes exhibit typical CU. It might be
argued that foreign genes enter a genome with poor CU
and then move to the typical CU level by means of ‘‘fast
amelioration,’’ thus escaping detection by our method.
Although more detailed studies are required to fully
address this issue, our results provide evidence against this
alternative. For example, T. maritima still perceives most
archaeal CXGs as typical genes. That is, the CRI of the
archaeal genes calculated based on the codon abundances
of T. maritima falls mainly within the typical-CRI (safety)
zone, suggesting that if the genes could be presently
transferred, they would arrive mainly with typical CU.
This is also true for about 60% of all archaeal genes, not
predicted as exchanged with T. maritima, in genomes such
as M. jannaschii, P. abyssi, and A. fulgidus (see Results
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above), which suggests that some potential archaeal donors
currently show a strong CU compatibility with T. maritima,
and any gene exchange with them would most likely
involve typical-CRI genes.

The number of genes predicted here as involved in
HGT events is quite small, but we are confident that they
constitute a representative sample of true xenologs. Such
reduced sample size is not unexpected given the stringent
constraints imposed by our phylogenetic validations and
given the fact that only those pairs of xenologs still pre-
senting similar DNA sequence characteristics can clarify
whether or not the CU of foreign genes is typical or not
at the moment of introgression. Nonetheless, this method-
ology will benefit from the ever-growing number of
sequenced genomes, as more pairs of xenologs will be
detected. With a greater number of reliable xenologous
genes we will be able to explore in greater detail the
quantity and quality of lateral exchanges among genomes
and thus to understand the behavior of HGT networks. The
strategy presented herein provides a conceptual change in
the way CU is used to gain a deeper knowledge of the
processes involved in horizontal gene transfer.

Supplementary Material

Online Supplementary Material can be found at the
journal’s Web site (www.mbe.oupjournals.org).
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